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The emergence of the United States as a leading global economic power by the turn of the 
twentieth century depended on the expropriation of mineral lands in the Great Lakes region. 
But how did U.S. capitalists and imperial powers know which lands could be profitably seized 
and exploited? Focusing on copper, this paper explores the emerging economic and strategic 
value of the earth sciences in settler colonial North America. Following the War of 1812, many 
political leaders in the United States championed expansion into middle western Indigenous 
lands. This included the western Great Lakes region, over which the Anishinaabe maintained 
control well into the nineteenth century. Recent scholarship, responding to recent efforts to 
repatriate copper currently held by the Smithsonian Museum, has revisited the language used 
by tribal leaders during treaty negotiations and demonstrated the longstanding cultural and 
spiritual significance of copper for the Anishinaabe. I build on this work by examining 
encounters between tribal members and U.S. scientists and explorers as they navigated, 
traded, and collected copper masses. In particular, I track the role of mineralogist Henry Rowe 
Schoolcraft, who was designated Indian agent on the southern shore of Lake Superior and 
was repeatedly solicited for expert advice regarding two inextricable concerns: the feasibility 
of Native dispossession and the profitability of copper mining in the region. I argue that the 
wide circulation of Schoolcraft’s reports played a significant role in the displacement of 
Anishinaabe communities and the realization of a disastrous copper mining rush. 
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